• Analytic formulation for growth rates of intermodulation products.
Single Tone Model and Growth Rates
• Model for a forward wave electron device (e.g.
TWTA, high gain free electron laser amplifier) formulated in the unperturbed electron beam velocity frame (refs. 1,2): • The Hamiltonian is: 
Linear system written in terms of A, b, P.
• Linearization results in cubic equation λ 3 − w 0 λ 2 + 1 = 0. Roots are growth rates for 3 classical modes of a forward wave device. Result same as Pierce analysis.
Multitone Model and Growth Rates
• Analogous model for multitone operation is (refs. 3,4) : • Hamiltonian:
To calculate linear growth rates in the multitone case, linearize about the (fixed) point: • Linearization done by method of collective variables. Collective variables defined as:
• Result is same cubic equation of single tone analysis, i.e. λ 3 − w 0 λ 2 + 1 = 0. Solutions are of the form e iΩ m λy .
• Growth rates are proportional to Ω m which implies higher frequencies grow faster. Result makes sense on a growth-per-wavelength basis.
• Above analysis not valid when one or more tones have finite initial amplitude. Important when considering the growth rate of an intermodulation product between two tones of nonzero initial amplitude.
Future Work
• To analyze growth rates of intermodulation products need to consider nonlinearities. Augment linearized model with nonlinear terms that could control growth rates of intermodulation products. Investigate how frequency ratios affect growth rates.
• Alternative approach considers a continuum of frequencies rather than discrete values. This will allow arbitrary frequency ratios to be investigated.
Motivation
• Characterize TWTA with a nonlinear input-output model.
• Develop systematic predistortion equalizer design methodology.
• Extend to Ultra Wide Band TWTs.
Volterra Series Transfer Function (VSTF)
• Input-Output model of a nonlinear system written (ref. 1):
• Causal, discrete time system having finite memory:
System Identification
• Identifying the VSTF for a system can be done via experiment or simulation.
• For a prescribed input sequence and measured output sequence construct the matrix equation:
y Column vector containing output sequence.
X Matrix containing shifted multiples of the input sequence.
h Column vector containing unknown Volterra kernels.
• Kernels computed by:
• To sufficiently characterize the system x[k] long random excitation sequence.
VSTF for Carrier Based Nonlinearities
• For carrier based systems, implementation of this identification technique may be impractical without further sophistication (ref.
2).
• Want to sample system at " information" rate instead of carrier rate.
• Nonlinearities in carrier based system spread original signal into bands about carrier harmonics.
• Prescription for carrier based identification: • Identified kernels for second order nonlinearity. Output eye patterns for a split step representation of a dispersion shifted fiber with third order nonlinearity (a) with and (b) without equalization.
Future Work
• Further characterization of single tone system.
• Equalizer development and digital implementation.
• Characterize and equalize a two tone system containing harmonics and third order intermodulation product.
• Experimental characterization and equalization prescription.
